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Participants of the (August) 2009 Nova Scotia EdGEO workshop take a break at The Old Wife in Five Islands
Provincial Park on the north shore of the Minas Basin.  A faulted block of North Mountain Basalt forms the
main backdrop. In the distance at left are the red beds of the Early Jurassic McCoy Brook Formation; and at far
right, North Mountain Basalt sits atop the Triassic Blomidon Formation.  The age of the basalt is the subject of
debate in the literature, with latest reports suggesting that it is right at the Triassic-Jurassic boundary rather than
immediately above it.  If correct, the CAMP LIP (technobabble for the major episode of volcanism that includes
the North Mountain Basalt) could have been at least partly culpable for the mass extinction at the boundary.
Stay tuned!  Photograph: Rob Fensome.
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PRESIDENT’S  FORUM

In this edition of the President’s Forum, the subject will be the newsletter itself.  I

have recently had a number of conversations with AGS members about the future

of the newsletter and how we communicate as a society.  The newsletter has been

a valuable resource in the past but it has recently been questioned whether the

current format is the most appropriate in today’s world.  In its current form and

frequency, the newsletter requires a significant effort from a few volunteers but it

is unclear whether this is the best use of valuable volunteers.  Suggestions I have

received have included reducing the number of newsletters we put out each year,

sending out hardcopies by mail rather than providing electronic versions only,

and abandoning the current form entirely in favour of a more dynamic web-based

format.

Reducing the number of newsletters each year will certainly reduce the work

associated with getting newsletters out.  However, this seems like a step

backwards in terms of how we engage our members.

Mailing hardcopies will require an extra effort from our volunteers as well as an

extra cost for postage.  The postage is likely not major issue but volunteer time

could be.  However, this idea does warrant some consideration for the simple

reason that many of us are more likely to ignore an email than an envelope in our

mailbox.  I know that I am quick to delete emails or archive them with the intent

of reading them later while I tend to open envelopes and read the contents on the

way back to my office from the mailroom.  I’m sure that many of us read GSA

Today, Geolog, or EOS when it shows up in our mailbox but could not be

bothered read them online.

The third option is likely the most promising in terms of engaging members and

recruiting new members.  The newsletter is currently available online but I’m not

sure that it attracts much traffic outside of those who receive the link via email. 

The webpage generates some traffic but outside of updates regarding the

membership of council and announcements regarding an upcoming colloquium,

the website is relatively stagnant.  However, I should mention that our

webmaster, Joe MacIntosh, is very quick to get our updates to the website and I

would like to thank him for his continued service.

Going forward we should reexamine how the website is used and what it

contains.  Aside from a facelift of the website, which has been proposed at a

recent council meeting, ideas that have been put forward include: a collection of

links of interest; a reading list; a news or current events section; and, an overview

of expertise within AGS, and some mechanism to help liaise with the public on

topics of interest.  Much of this could effectively replace the newsletter in its

current form but obviously there are some advantages of releasing a newsletter

every few months as well.

Aside from these options, there are other possibilities in today’s digital world. 

The AGS is now on Facebook as a group.  The group has received little interest

to date but it will be advertised at the upcoming Atlantic Universities Geological

Conference at St. Mary’s University.  I hope that this can act as a venue to attract

more students to AGS and potentially keep in touch with many of these students

as they move on following completion of their degrees.

In a separate but related issue, we will be holding a townhall style meeting on

how we communicate with the public at the 2010 AGS Colloquium in Wolfville. 

This will also address the issue of advocacy that I raised in the last newsletter. 

Our society has had numerous stops and starts on this issue, including the
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creation of a list of experts within AGS.  Some members have

had reservations about releasing their contact information

publicly and others have had some issues about balancing their

obligations to their employers.  At a recent council meeting, it

was generally agreed upon that we could address these issues

by having a single contact person who would connect

interested parties with relevant expertise within the society and

that participation would be on a voluntary basis.  In Wolfville

we hope to further discuss the nature of this arrangement,

potential focus topics and other ideas to engage our members

and the public.

Finally, the issue that brought all of this to the forefront is the

resignation of our current newsletter editor, John Shimeld.  I

would like to thank John for his contributions to the

newsletter, which include not only the editing but also the

increasingly difficult task of soliciting contributions.  I hope

that some of the ideas presented here may help to alleviate this

problem and better engage our members. I would welcome

nominations and volunteers for the position of newsletter

editor and would welcome feedback and ideas on how we

communicate as a society.

Grant Ferguson

Gferguso@stfx.ca

**********

AGS  ACTIVITIES

AGS COLLOQUIUM 2010

5-6 February 2010

The Old Orchard Inn, Wolfville

Make your plans for the 36  AGS Colloquium and Annualth

Meeting, being planned in Wolfville for 5-6 February 2010.  It

will be held at The Old Orchard Inn, conveniently located at

Exit 11 on Highway 101, about 1 km west of Wolfville.

Call for proposals for special sessions

If you are interested in organizing a special session for the

conference, please contact Rob Raeside now.  An initial

expression of interest is required by the 23  of October, andrd

we will confirm the session by the start of November.  Past

experience has shown that our numbers and the facility at "The

Old O" can accommodate up to 4-6 sessions, depending on

their length.  Papers from a special session may be gathered

for a special issue of Atlantic Geology.

More information will be posted on the Colloquium web page

at http://ees.acadiau.ca/ags/colloquium.html as it becomes

available.

Rob Raeside

Rob.Raeside@acadiau.ca

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING PROPOSAL FOR

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP VOTE ON AGS

MEMBERSHIP IN THE CANADIAN FEDERATION OF

EARTH SCIENCES

The AGS Executive Council is forwarding a proposal for vote

at the next annual general meeting of the society concerning

AGS membership in the Canadian Federation of Earth

Sciences.  CFES (http://www.geoscience.ca/) was established

in 2006 as the successor to the Canadian Geoscience Council,

providing a forum for affiliated member societies and groups

of earth scientists in industry, government and academia (see

Kosters, 2009).  Its mission is to provide a unified voice for

earth science in Canada, raising awareness of the importance

of earth science in the daily lives of Canadians.  It enhances

the understanding and appreciation of the role of earth

sciences in environmental, natural hazard and climate studies,

and its fundamental importance in securing and responsibly

developing Canada's energy, mineral and water resources.  It

actively promotes the science in order to attract more students

to an earth science career. It seeks to influence policy and

public opinion based on science, serving as the principal

contact and referral point for information, advice and

advocacy on matters of concern to its disciplines.

Cost: An annual fee of $500.00

Benefit to AGS:

Membership would allow AGS:

a) to be part of the national discussion.  AGS is an extremely

active society representing geoscientists from Atlantic

Canada. CFES would provide for national representation

of our regional organization.  CFES meets two times per

year with its council of members.

b) to benefit from 'shared services', such as access to

competitive insurance*, national exposure through

network links, national outreach liaison, and international

initiatives.

* insurance for AGS sponsored activities, such as field

excursions, is extremely expensive if purchased on case-by-

case basis.  Purchasing power through a national

organization is far more economical.

Issue: the Atlantic Geoscience Society shall become an active

societal member of the Canadian Federation of Earth Sciences,

for an annual subscription fee of $500.00.

Membership in CFES will require a vote of the general

membership at the next annual general meeting of the society,

to take place at the annual colloquium.  It represents an annual

commitment of $500.00 from the society and, following an

affirmative response to participation in CFES, will require a

vote from the membership to annul the membership.

mailto:Gferguso@stfx.ca
http://ees.acadiau.ca/ags/colloquium.html
http://(http://www.geoscience.ca/
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Kosters, E., 2009, Issues in Canadian Geoscience: The

Canadian Federation of Earth Sciences / Fédéreation

Canadienne des sciences de la terre: 2009 Highlights.

Geoscience Canada, vol. 36, p. 49-54.

**********

CALL FOR AWARD NOM INATIONS

The Atlantic Geoscience Society is accepting nominations

in the following categories:

AGS Distinguished Scientist Award (Gesner Medal)

and

AGS Distinguished Service Award (Laing Ferguson Award)

Criteria

AGS Distinguished Scientist Award (Gesner Medal)

1) The Award is made to a person who has, through her/his

own efforts (publications, maps, memoirs, etc.),

developed and promoted the advancement of geoscience

in the Atlantic region in any field of geology.

2) The contribution of the person should be of large enough

scope to have made an impact beyond the immediate

Atlantic region.

3) The person does not have to reside in the Atlantic region

nor be a member of the Atlantic Geoscience Society.

4) The person must be alive and active in geoscience

research, although not necessarily full time in the Atlantic

region.

AGS Distinguished Service Award (Laing Ferguson Award)

This Award shall be given in recognition of exceptional and

altruistic contributions to the Atlantic Geoscience Society over

a long period of time.  There are no specific criteria other than

this.

Nomination Procedure

1) A statement of between 500 and 1,000 words, succinctly

explaining how the candidate meets the selection criteria

(see above).

2) Supporting documentation from the nominator and a letter

of support from the seconder.  The supporting

documentation could include items such as

(i) selected bibliography (must consist of no more than

20 key references; a complete bibliography including

abstracts is not needed)

(ii) documentation of impact of work; and, (iii)

supporting letters from referees other than the

nominator and seconder.

3) The nominator and seconder shall be members in good

standing of the Atlantic Geoscience Society at the time of

nomination.

Deadline for Nominations: December 15, 2009

If possible, nominations, supporting letters, and all

documentation should be submitted electronically to allow

easy transmission to judges.  Please submit to:

Mark Deptuck

Vice President, Atlantic Geoscience Society

Canada-Nova Scotia Offshore Petroleum Board

6th Floor TD Centre

1791 Barrington Street

Halifax, NS   B3J 3K9

Telephone: (902) 496-1736

Facsimile: (902) 422-1799

Email: mdeptuck@cnsopb.ns.ca

**********

**********

AWARDS  AND  RECOGNITION

Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources Geologist John

Calder Receives Premier’s Award of Excellence

On 15 June 2009 Dr. John H. Calder, a senior geologist in the

Geological Services Division, received the Premier’s Award

of Excellence from the former Premier of Nova Scotia, the

mailto:mdeptuck@cnsopb.ns.ca
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Honourable Rodney MacDonald. John received this

prestigious award in recognition of his role as “a visionary

proponent and driving force to have the Joggins Fossil Cliffs

inscribed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.” The

announcement of the award also noted that John “was

responsible for making the scientific case for inscription,

providing scientific leadership to the project and to the

interpretive displays, building consensus in the community,

and co-authoring the nomination application.” Former Premier

MacDonald presented the award, produced by NovaScotian

Crystal, to John and four other individuals and work teams at a

ceremony in Halifax.

The Premier’s Award of Excellence is the highest honour of

the Nova Scotia civil service. It was established by former

Premier John Hamm in 2006 as a vehicle to recognize Nova

Scotia civil servants for outstanding contributions and

achievements. John was nominated by his colleagues in the

Mineral Resources Branch and, along with 23 other nominees,

was evaluated by a selection panel for achievements in

leadership excellence, innovation and creativity, outstanding

client service, and creative relationship building.

John’s receipt of this prestigious award is a wonderful

acknowledgment of the importance of geology to the lives of

all Nova Scotians. Inscription of the Joggins Fossil Cliffs as a

UNECSO World Heritage Site is a testament to John’s

scientific and community leadership, and tenacity.

Congratulations John, it took many years, but it was worth the

wait and all the hard work.

In August 2009, The Committee of Provincial and Territorial

Geologists also recognized John’s achievements by presenting

him with the Provincial and Territorial Geologists Medal at the

Energy and Mines Ministers’ Conference in St. John’s, NL.

Mike MacDonald

MAMacdon@gov.ns.ca

**********

MARY-CLAIRE  WARD
GEOSCIENCE  AWARD
targets talented geoscience students

Mary-Claire Ward was there in spirit last August when the

federal government announced it was committing $100 million

over five years to fund the geological mapping of Canada’s

North. Ward, who died in 2004, had devoted considerable

effort during her career as a geologist advocating for

geoscience, something she considered a fundamental pillar of

successful mineral exploration.

After Ward’s death, a coalition of her many friends and

colleagues at the Prospectors and Developers Association of

Canada (PDAC), the Canadian Geological Foundation, the

Geological Association of Canada (GAC), the National

Geological Surveys Committee (NGSC) and Watts, Griffis

and McOuat Ltd. created the first Mary-Claire Ward Award of

$3,000 to provide financial assistance to help a graduate

student in the geosciences.

The Mary-Claire Ward Geoscience Award is presented

annually to a student whose thesis incorporates geoscience

mapping in Canada as a significant component. The PDAC

will be accepting applications for the 2010 award until

December 15, 2009. The award will be presented either at the

PDAC’s annual convention in March 2010 or at the annual

meeting of the Geological Association of Canada, depending

on the winning student’s preference. An all-expenses paid trip

to either meeting is offered to the successful applicant.

Geoscience mapping became a passion for Mary-Claire and

she persuasively argued in many submissions to government

that it should be regarded as one of Canada’s key competitive

advantages. “The contribution of our government geological

surveys to the geoscience knowledge base is critical to the

continued development of mineral resources in this country,”

she wrote in one appeal to government. “Canada and its

provinces cannot continue to enjoy the revenues from the

wealth created from our mineral resources without

contributing to the knowledge base essential to their

discovery.”

Mary-Claire Ward worked tirelessly to promote geoscience

through the GAC, PDAC, CGC, and CCPG (photo courtesy of

Reg Wilson).

Through her volunteer work on the board at the PDAC, where

she was chair of the geoscience committee, as president of the

Geological Association of Canada, as the PDAC

representative on the Canadian Geoscience Council and the

Canadian Council of Professional Geoscientists, she made

many contributions to her chosen field.

Her dedication to geology was matched by her enthusiasm and

the dash of wicked humour that she brought to her work. Ward

is said to have taken particular delight in one government

program, the Cooperative Geological Mapping Strategy

mailto:MAMacdon@gov.ns.ca
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(CGMS), after she learned that a prominent cabinet minister

was reputed to have said that he just agreed to support the

program “to get that woman off my back,” a reference to

Mary-Claire’s take-no-prisoners lobby efforts. 

Michelle Dewolfe, the first of five students who have received

the award to date, described it as the one award, of several that

she has received, of which she is most proud.  That’s because

Dewolfe said it came with a better-than-average financial gift,

a fully-funded trip to the PDAC convention in Toronto, and

unexpected prestige and publicity within the industry. “I was

in the airport in Flin Flon, returning from a field session when

I introduced myself to an industry geologist there,” explained

Dewolfe.  The geologist surprised her, she said, by replying

‘Yes, and didn’t you win the Mary-Claire Award?’ ” 

Andrew Parmenter, who won the 2007 award, says that, aside

from the financial contribution, which he used to fix his car

and pay off his credit card bill, it gave him invaluable

exposure to industry leaders that he hoped would help him get

his career started. “The luncheon on the final day was slightly

overwhelming but also amazing for networking and meeting

the types of influential people that are working to sustain this

industry in Canada,” Parmenter said. 

Ward, herself, would have appreciated that kind of assistance.

She was born in Dublin and, after getting her BSc, worked for

a year as an office geologist for a Canadian mining company

there.  She had originally intended to be a nuclear physicist but

after taking a first-year geology course decided that

geoscience held a special appeal for her.  In 1967, when jobs

were short in Ireland, she came to Canada. At the time of her

death, she was vice-president of the independent geology

consulting firm Watts, Griffiths and McOuat Ltd.

But 40 years ago, women were not readily accepted in the

industry. “It was a little tough in those days,” Ward recalled

once.  “The first six years after graduation I wasn’t allowed to

do field work.  People just didn’t allow women out there.   It’s

amazing when you think of it now.”

For more information about the Mary-Claire Ward Geoscience

Award, go to www.pdac.ca or www.gac.ca.

Brenda Dalglish

**********

REGIONAL  NEWS
AND  UPDATES

Acadia University

The Department of Earth and Environmental Science has

enjoyed a significant increase in enrolment this year with 107

majors and 13 graduate students.  There are 13 undergraduate

students doing honours thesis projects.  The traditional “start

of year BBQ” was well attended in spite of the rain, which

held off during the most important part of the proceedings –

the  cooking and eating!  The Fletcher Geology Club and the

Environmental Science Students Organization have full

agendas this year including co-sponsorship of the annual

Canadian Blood Services blood donor clinic at Acadia, and

attending the AUGC in O ctober and APICS Environmental

conference in March.

The Environmental Science program will be reviewed for

accreditation this year in the inaugural-run of ECO Canada’s

new Environmental Program Accreditation venture.  When

complete, Acadia will be one of the first two universities in

Canada to offer an accredited degree in Environmental

Science.

Four employees were recognised for their long terms of

service at the annual Summer Assembly at Acadia.  Both

David McMullin and Cliff Stanley received their 10-year pins. 

Linda Lusby and Don Osburn received their 25-year plaques. 

Congratulations!

In other faculty news, Linda Lusby was elected to the Board of

Directors of the Environmental Services Association of Nova

Scotia and to the Board of the East Coast Environmental Law

Association.  Both positions will allow her to make stronger

connections between academia and the environmental

community.  Nelson O’Driscoll’s is busy with his students

preparing to present their research in a special mercury session

he is chairing at SETAC North America in New Orleans.  Peir

Pufahl has initiated a number of new international

collaborative research projects focused on understanding the

changing composition of the Precambrian ocean.  Ian Spooner

continues his work on the Bloody Creek impact structure. 

Cliff Stanley is on sabbatical and engaged in research in Chile. 

The department welcomes back Christa Pufahl as a sessional

lecturer teaching second year mineralogy while Cliff is away.  

The department was fortunate to receive a donation from the

estate of the late James P. Nowlan.  The decision was made to

use the money to purchase 17 new Leica transmitted light

petrographic microscopes to replace the aging microscopes

that have been the workhorses of the department for 30 years. 

The new microscopes were installed in early September, and a

ceremony to mark the refurbished facility will be held on

October 16th in combination with other Acadia University

"Homecoming" events.  Dr. Nowlan was an Acadia geology

graduate of 1928 at the age of 18, perhaps the youngest

graduate (and certainly one of the youngest graduates) in the

university's history.  He had a distinguished career in the

mining industry, and was NS Deputy Minister of Mines from

1958 until his retirement in 1973.  He served as GAC

president in 1964-1965.  Dr. Nowlan died in 1986.

Peir Pufahl

Peir.Pufahl@acadiau.ca

http://www.pdac.ca
http://www.gac.ca
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**********

UPCOMING  EVENTS

36  Annual Colloquium of the Atlantic Geoscience Societyth

February 5-6, 2010

Old Orchard Inn

Wolfville, Nova Scotia

http://ees.acadiau.ca/ags/colloquium.html

***********

Beyond the Last Billion Years Talk Series

Due to renovations at the Nova Scotia Museum of Natural

History, this series has been postponed until February 2010.

**********

Mining Matters 2009

November 16-17

Westin Hotel, 1181 Hollis Street

Halifax, Nova Scotia

http://www.gov.ns.ca/natr/MEB/oh/index.asp

**********


